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Abstract  

 

Like a limited-edition sneaker, the fixed number of Bitcoins –          

an estimated 21 million – only serves to further boost their           

soaring value. Bitcoins are “mined” by solving increasingly        

complex mathematical problems, which means that they are        

becoming more troublesome and expensive to produce as the         

supply dwindles. On this premise we have built a project that           

connects the two industries, namely fashion and the blockchain         

industry, which will achieve the project’s goals through        

development of the platform.  

 

This venture we call Projectdresscode, which represents the        

most basic consolidation of a dress and a code and the           

fundamental function of fashion, which has always been used to          

demonstrate that cultural codes are there to be used and          

abused. Fashion has always gone against the grain of         

mainstream culture, whose principal defining characteristic,      

according to Barthes, is a tendency to translate the reality          

of the world into an image of the world which in turn presents             

itself as if composed according to “the evident laws of the           

natural order” (Barthes, 1972).  

 

We are creating a platform the builds on the reality of a            

limited edition fashion frenzy on the blockchain, which with a          

help of the latest technology, authenticates, certifies and        

traces; and in so doing enables the community to buy/sell,          

bid/ask for the most sought after objects of desire.  

 

The main goals of the venture are:  

● to make products traceable 

● detect counterfeits and build users’ trust when       

purchasing pre-owned items  

● reduce the loss in value of pre-owned items 

● increase sales of certified blockchain wear  

● automatic transfer of ownership rights 

● expedite payments and add a user-friendly payment option 

● and create the ultimate, shopping tool ready for        

implementation in existing online and offline stores 
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1. Introduction and Vision 

 

“People sit up and take notice of you 

if you will sit up and take notice  

of what makes them sit up and take notice.” 

 

Harry Selfridge (the founder of the Selfridges department        

store, which has set new standards in a retail business that           

hasn’t changed terribly much it beginnings at the turn of the           

century. 

 

Welcome to the post-trend universe. Kanye x Nike. Versace for          

H&M. Kim Kardashian teaming up with Paper to        

#breaktheinternet. These days, on a near weekly basis, the web          

froths itself into a frenzy over the latest announced         

collaboration. As much collision as collaboration, the more        

unlikely the pairing the bigger the hype.  

 

From Saks Fifth Avenue’s SNL collection to Keith Haring motifs          

on baby strollers, and from David Lynch’s yogawear to Yoko          

Ono’s in-your-crotch designs for Opening Ceremony, we’ve       

entered an era of cultural mashup, which has made all our           

familiar categories – genre, gender, race, age, high art/low         

art – almost irrelevant. 

 

Today, we live in a world where Balmain is worn by everyone            

from Rihanna to Jane Fonda. It’s a world where it’s no longer            

incongruous for Hedi Slimane, creative director of Saint        

Laurent, to shoot his high-end thrift-teen garments on a         

71-year-old Joni Mitchell. And it’s also a world where luxury          

labels happily partner with mass-market retailers, and where        

the next big idea is as likely to come from a Silicon Valley             

wunderkind or a bedroom-based YouTuber as it is from a          

big-name designer. 

 

In June 2017, a strange billboard appeared across from         

Supreme’s Lafayette Street location. Paid for by a        

millennial-focused investment platform called Wealthsimple, it      

was there to promote a report the company had produced,          

explaining how one could turn limited edition fashion into a          

long-term investment scheme – “The Supreme Retirement Plan:        
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How to Become a Millionaire by Flipping Limited Edition         

Fashion.” A few months later, Supreme would itself welcome a          

$500 million investment from venture capital firm The Carlyle         

Group, boosting the company’s valuation to $1 billion.  

 

These were just two of many indications that 2017 was the year            

that limited edition fashion took over high fashion. Under         

Demna Gvasalia and Alessandro Michele, Balenciaga and Gucci        

continued to dominate the conversation with artist       

collaborations, coveted sneakers, t-shirts, hoodies and      

accessories branded with logo flips – items and techniques         

that have typified limited edition fashion from its earliest         

incarnations. Virgil Abloh’s Off-White continued its meteoric       

rise on the back of limited-edition drops and exclusive         

collaborations. Burberry worked with Gosha Rubchinskiy. And,       

of course, there was Supreme’s Fall/Winter 2017 collaboration        

with Louis Vuitton. 

 

Faced with a generation of consumers who are both the most           

well-informed and fiscally precarious in modern history,       

luxury labels are searching for ways to remain relevant – and           

therefore profitable. Limited edition fashion fills that void.        

The multimillion dollar aftermarket for rare sneakers and        

apparel represents a shift in consumer desire, where a hoodie          

that costs $148 retail can be worth 10 times as much on an             

online resale platform like Grailed or StockX. Naturally, the         

entire industry wants a piece of this action. This dynamic          

chimes with the rise of cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and         

Ethereum – virtual money that relies on decentralized network         

technology to handle transactions. As investment in       

cryptocurrencies surged throughout 2017, their value      

skyrocketed, turning some early investors into millionaires       

literally overnight and fuelling a rapacious growth cycle that         

may or may not be a bubble waiting to burst. It became            

impossible to avoid discussion of cryptocurrency in the latter         

half of 2017, and in December Bitcoin futures began trading on           

the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, the world’s largest futures        

exchange, which served to draw investment from the biggest         

financial institutions. 

 

Both limited edition fashion and cryptocurrency seem to offer         

alternatives to established systems that have adapted poorly        
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to cultural shifts. The fact that the old guards of finance           

and fashion are beginning to take note speaks to looming          

anxieties about an uncertain future. 

 

 

 

Edward Bernays’s theory of marketing reached its peak with         

social media and the severing of personal connections.        

Consumers are looking for ways to find their own style and           

appearance in a mass of advertising and generic products. Few          

people these days follow a single brand with unswerving         

loyalty. It’s still important, however, in a universe of         

endless choices, to provide a point of view. But the challenge           

for retailers today is no longer about forecasting the next          

big trend. To really make an impact in the post-trend          

universe, retailers must get accustomed to generating       

audacious new ideas, taking dramatic risks – and doing so on a            

bold new scale.  

 

Blockchain, best known as the technology behind digital        

currencies, is now set to disrupt the fashion industry with          

the potential to eliminate the haze of the two dimensions that           

are vital for fashion today. Firsty, a tool to reposition and           

re-contextualise commodities, by subverting their conventional      

uses and inventing new ones; or, as Althusser already back in           

the 1970s described the transfers between subcultures and        

their impact on trending styles, as creating the “false         

obviousness of everyday practice”. And secondly, to provide        

transparency in the supply chain journey, which is at the          

moment not something that is easily accessible for either         

consumers or businesses. 

  

This is becoming of interest to the majority of new-age          

fashion and tech-savvy consumers that have already become        

successful in their 20s and 30s. We are interested in          

connecting, especially to those that have created their wealth         

through Blockchain. 
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There's no denying that the technology world is obsessed with          

fashion. Amazon, Apple and Google, three of the biggest names          

in tech, are all trying to carve their own niche in the            

fashion space. The line between these two industries is become          

increasingly blurred. Now more than ever, it feels like         

high-tech fashion is on the verge of being more than just a            

gimmick.  

 

Technology’s impact on the retail sector has been difficult to          

ignore. The shift from brick-and-mortar retail shopping to the         

world of e-commerce has forced traditional retailers to        

rethink business strategies and adapt to rapid changes in         

technology and consumer preferences. Yet, while great focus        

has been placed on the disruptive impact e-commerce and other          

technologies have had on traditional retailing, less focus has         

been placed on the complementary role technology has played in          

streamlining processes, developing more efficient systems, and       

modernising operations within the fashion and retailing       

industry. 

 

Blockchain can help retailers garner greater trust and brand         

loyalty throughout the product lifecycle, as it can tell         

consumers not only who made the object, but also identify the           

previous owners, how much it cost at the time of any           

particular transaction, and other details that ease and        

facilitate the decision-making process. 

 

The majority of ICO projects in recent years have all stumbled           

at the same issue/question: Is our product even the right          

thing to be tokenized, and does blockchain bring any true          

value or benefit to the project?  

 

In our case, no other path could possibly enable us to better            

achieve our goals. Our tokens will have not one but more           

actual functionalities that will serve to contribute to and         

improve the current situation in limited edition and pre-owned         

fashion shopping. Firstly, the token will serve as actual         

proof that the product the client buys is an original item.           

Once a Projectdresscode certificate is issued, one dress token         

will be vested for every single item that gets certified.          

Secondly, the token transaction will push information on        

previous owners, origin, and current ownership status on to         
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the Ethereum Blockchain. Thirdly, the token itself will have a          

value, and serve as a standard method of payment even outside           

our platform. 

 

2. Market Research  

 

According to Fashion United (2018), the global fashion        

industry is valued at 3 (three) trillion (3,000 billion) USD          

and accounts for 2 percent of the world's Gross Domestic          

Product (GDP). The retail value of the luxury goods market          

alone is valued at 339.4 billion USD. The value of the           

menswear and womenswear fashion markets combined amounts to        

1,023 billion USD. The sports footwear market alone is valued          

at 90.4 billion USD. From 2000 to 2014, the number of people            

employed in the textile and clothing industries more than         

doubled, from 26.5 million to 57.8 million. 

  

As the outlook for 2018 (BOF and McKinsey, 2018) forecasts          

growth of the fashion industry across regions, market segments         

and product categories, the number of new companies (brands)         

and e-commerce platforms specialized in offering fashion       

products increases daily. Most of the new brands remain         

unknown and struggle to establish global distribution and        

sales channels. The industry’s most valuable brands, such as         

LVHM, Nike, Inditex, and Dior are the (non-sleeping) giants of          

the industry. The industry shift from traditional       

brick-and-mortar to digital e-commerce platforms continue to       

offer huge possibilities for both existing and new players.         

The predominance of online platforms in fashion is predicted         

to be among the top three trends in 2018. The state of the             

industry is described in one word – “optimism” (BOF and          

McKinsey, 2018). 

 

The McKinsey Global Fashion Index (MGFI) (BOF and McKinsey,         

2018) projects global fashion industry sales to continue to         

recover and grow at 3.5–4.5 percent in 2018, especially in the           

Asia-Pacific (APAC), emerging European countries and Latin       

America. See the figure below. 

 

McKinsey Global Fashion Index sales growth forecasts for 2018,         

total fashion and selected geographies and segments. 
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2018 is predicted to be a year of clear winners – and clear             

losers. It will be a year characterised by the need for           

boldness, ambition, and courage. The industry will face        

unprecedented disruption – from even more demanding customers,        

from the polarisation into high-end and value segments, and         

from continuing changes to the fashion system. What is new is           

that the absolute luxury segment is accelerating alongside        

affordable luxury (BOF and McKinsey, 2018). According to        

Deloitte’s Global Powers of Luxury Goods, the composite        

year-over-year luxury goods segment growth was 6.8-percent       

(2017).  

  

The ten major trends shaping the industry in 2018 fall into           

three main categories: the global economy, consumer shifts,        

and changes in the fashion system. As the global fashion          

industry is moving into a decisive phase of digital adoption          

by the mainstream customer and online sales of fashion         

products continue to grow rapidly (Euromonitor, 2018), new        

ways of providing shopping experiences are on the rise. See          

the figure below. 

 

Mainstream fashion customers are adopting digital channels       

growth in online sales of apparel and footwear globally         

2017–2020. Source: Euromonitor 
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Customers have increasingly higher expectations of their       

shopping experience in terms of convenience, overall       

experience, price, quality, newness and personal touch.       

Leading players are creating innovative business models using        

granular customers insights – collecting and analysing big        

data as a source of differentiation. In addition to         

digital-first-e-commerce companies such as Amazon, Zappos,      

Alibaba and Net-a-Porte, platforms such as Tmall (China),        

Zalando (Europe), Flipkart (India), Myntra (India), JD.com       

(China) and innovative business models/e-commerce platforms      

like Yoox, BigCommerce, Shopify, KaDeWe, Stitch Fix, Affinity,        

Mon Purse, Nordstrom, Mytheresa, Farfetch, Grailed,      

MatchesFashion, Stylebop and JD’s Luxury Express are leading        

the field. Global providers of disruptive technologies,       

including artificial intelligence (AI) (Picalike, StyleSage,      

Blue Yonder, msg.ai, Sentient.ai, Granify, Amazon’s Click to        

Ship, Alibaba’s Fashion AI, AliPay, WeChatPlay, Salesforce’s       

Einstein, Rich Relevance, Gilette’s iOS app and other) offer         

applications that empower e-commerce are becoming benchmark       

practices for the industry (BOF and McKinsey, 2018). Together         

with them, our blockchain-based Projectdresscode business      

model will create new ways of getting (more) personal and          

enriching the customer journey online. 
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Customers are becoming pickier (BOF and McKinsey, 2018),        

driving demand for unconventional and signature items,       

exclusivity and authenticity. Unlike our competitors such as        

Vestiaire Collective, LxRandCo, The RealReal, Rebag, Snobswap,       

Luxury Resale Network, (Stadium Goods, Greatest of All Times –          

GOAT, Flight Club, StockX) and others, Projectdresscode will        

focus predominantly on limited edition fashion items. Data        

gathered about products and change of ownership will be         

embedded in the blockchain-based digital code and stored in         

transparent, shared databases where it will be protected from         

being deleted, tampered with and revised. The overall aim of          

such an approach is to better inform customers on their          

purchasing decisions. The privacy of all customer data will be          

thoroughly assured. As customers are increasingly looking to        

online platforms as the first point of search, attracted by          

the convenience, relevance and breadth of the platform’s        

offering, platforms such as Projectdresscode will continue to        

grow in both reach and scale. The question for fashion brands           

is no longer “if” but “how” to collaborate with emerging          

online platforms such as ours. 

 

One trend negatively shaping the industry is the proliferation         

of counterfeits and pirated goods around the globe. The         

emergence and growth of e-commerce platforms is also one of          

the chief reasons for the constant growth of counterfeiting.         

According to Global Brand Counterfeiting Report (Research and        

Markets, 2018), the value of counterfeited goods amounted to         

1.2 trillion USD in 2017 and is expected to reach 1.82           

trillion USD by the year 2020. In 2017, losses suffered due to            

online counterfeiting globally amounted to 323 billion USD.        

Losses due to counterfeiting of high-end consumer goods are         

estimated to amount to 98 billion USD, which includes         

counterfeiting from offline as well as online channels. Losses         

incurred by luxury brands from the sale of counterfeit goods          

via the Internet amounted to 30.3 billion USD. Counterfeited         

goods include clothing, textiles, footwear, cosmetics,      

handbags, and watches. 

 

Businesses spend a lot of money, time and resources protecting          

their brands and trademarks. However, even after all the         

measures taken, the counterfeit market is booming. As such,         

these crimes represent a serious economic challenge, along        
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with the social and environmental harm they do. As the problem           

of counterfeiting is longstanding and continues to grow in         

scope and magnitude, the wider public, government and business         

are concerned over the adverse impact of such illicit         

activities. Counterfeiting poses threats to the welfare of        

consumers, and disrupts the whole of society on various levels          

and compromises the reputation of businesses, especially       

prominent fashion brand names (Research and Markets, 2018).        

Companies spend considerable resources in an effort to ensure         

that the counterfeited products are detected and that the         

companies offering them are prosecuted. 

  

As was already explained, the underlying blockchain technology        

driving cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin is a decentralized        

and distributed digital record that allows records to be added          

but not altered or forged by anyone. A Statista report          

(Statista, 2018), entitled “Size of the Blockchain Technology        

Market Worldwide from 2016 to 2021”, predicts that the global          

blockchain technology market will reach 339.5 million USD and         

is forecast to grow to 2.3 billion USD by 2021. The most            

obvious application of this technology in the fashion industry         

relates to validating the authenticity of a fashion item, thus          

limiting counterfeiting and its negative consequences on       

society as a whole. Microchips utilising blockchain can tell a          

customer with complete certainty whether a fashion item is         

genuine or a knockoff, whether it was stolen, where it was           

made, and not least the product’s complete history. All this          

information could be accessible via a smartphone and could         

help prevent counterfeiting and pirating. 

  

In light of the ever-present concern about curated        

pay-for-play, Google’s recent $2.7 billion European Commission       

antitrust fine and the general lack of innovation around SKUs          

(a Stock Keeping Unit is a number assigned to a product by a             

retail store to identify the price, product options and         

manufacturer of the merchandise), an initial fashion       

product-tracking blockchain application could be revolutionary      

in a hugely democratizing way. It could be employed to create           

a decentralized marketplace data pool that would be used to          

feed many different types of new curation and interaction         

tools, whether online or in-store, preventing companies like        

Instagram and Google from having too much sway over curation          
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in the long term. Ideally, every SKU produced by every brand           

would be accessible through the blockchain by any retailer,         

editor or end consumer. Each "block" in the chain would belong           

to a different brand, registered through a central but open          

accreditation portal, and the blocks would merely include        

reference information on where to find data on a particular          

brand. The brands themselves would hold and control the data          

they supply, both outward to the external world and internally          

to their own employees. Any number of companies and         

individuals could build tools on this base/foundation       

technology, which would help users browse and access a range          

of public and secure private data. A group of competing tech           

companies helping brands register and secure their links in         

the blockchain could easily cover the nominal server costs         

required to support the blockchain network, and some major         

fashion houses with large IT departments could mirror the data          

as well, further strengthening the network. 

  

To keep it all organized, a standardized universal SKU         

Metadata Format (SMF) would need to be adopted across the          

industry. This format could include links to product images,         

precise sizing data, encrypted instructions for shopkeepers on        

when to change prices or rearrange displays, suggested product         

keywords used in e-commerce for SEO, sustainability statistics        

on individual products, and the universal SMF standard could         

be updated over time to incorporate new ideas or respond to           

new information technology requirements across the industry.       

What this technology can enable in the fashion business is          

uniform, real-time access to updated product information       

supplied by brands, a universal pathway for retailers to         

report back to suppliers immediately on things like stock         

levels and customer feedback; going forward, many functions        

could apply once something like this new basic building block          

structure is in play. 

 

3. Protocol  

 

The Dress token will be a ERC20 compliant utility token on the            

Ethereum platform that is broadly enforced by the community         

and can be used by most Ethereum wallets on the market today.            
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The token will be used to support dapps built on top of            

Projectdresscode.  

 

While the Dress token can be used to buy, sell and bid on             

original items, it does not have any means to validate the           

items authenticity, ownership and origin. In order to address         

this issue, we will introduce the Projectdresscode Authentic        

Certificate. The Certificate will be used to validate unique         

items on the blockchain. ERC20 tokens cannot be used to          

validate unique items as all tokens are of the same kind and            

can be mutually interchanged. Therefore the Certificate will        

be based on Ethereum ERC721 token standard that can carry          

unique data and therefore identify unique items on the         

blockchain. With this solution and the Projectdresscode dapp        

you can match unique and original items in the real world to            

their blockchain equivalent. 

 

Users wishing to certify their original items can use their          

Dress tokens as payment and convert them to the item          

Certificate. The certification process will be done by        

Projectdresscode and stored on the blockchain. This will allow         

us to create a powerful dapp that can track items and create a             

connection scheme to off-chain data, where each holder/user        

can verify the content of the smart contract. 

 

With this solution in place we will be able to create           

verification certificates distributed directly from the      

manufacturer. With such a short chain of the verification         

procedure we accelerate the entire process and eliminate any         

element of doubt related to the authenticity of the product. 

 

We have also identified and resolved the following risks with          

such a business model: 

 

Selective registration – Identification of the user is        

anonymous, and some products will not be registered through         

the network directly until the certificate is widely        

recognised, and the registration initiative is value-driven.       

We intend to offer platform incentives in the form of smaller           

fees and work to intensively to communicate our content in          

order to promote registration. 
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Anonymity of the user and privacy protection – We understand          

that a lot of owners who have exclusive products don't want to            

be identified. The blockchain solution is the perfect        

antidote, because transactions cannot be linked to a specific         

person. Users can also use the platform with the escrow          

procedure, which enables us to avoid any links to or data           

exchange between sellers and buyers. 

 

Future projections – The whole concept can by definition also          

be technology-independent. For instance, in the case a new and          

more efficient technology is developed, we can migrate or         

add-on in a very short period of time. In such cases the            

overall experience and satisfaction of the user will not be          

compromised in any way whatsoever. 

 

4. Ecosystem  

 

Projectdresscode offers a complete solution by bringing       

together the fashion industry, blockchain, and RFID/NFC       

technology. RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) is an       

automated identification tool based on a tag-shaped device        

(TAG) containing a microchip and a radio-frequency       

reader/transmitter. 

 

Blockchain is utilised by the platform to track the         

authenticity of items and their owners. All items available         

exclusively on the platform have a code that can be verified           

against the blockchain. That gives the buyer the possibility         

to determine the authenticity and ownership of the product.         

Ownership can be changed by signing a transaction on the          

blockchain that includes information about the transaction       

between users. The RFID technology alone is not sufficient to          

counter anti-counterfeiting processes, as the information it       

contains is available in distributed mode just as the entire          

blockchain scheme works. 

  

The great advantage of the blockchain lies in the fact that           

each block is encrypted. The second advantage is the         

distributed nature of the information – in the case the          

database is partially compromised, the remaining nodes can be         

used to keep the information intact and original. The solution          
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is a tracking system with blockchain-based protocol and an         

RFID tag to send product information for the entire chain          

process of the sale. 

 

 

 

4.1 The Projectdresscode platform 

 

The particularity of the Projectdresscode platform lies in the         

fact that it will be the world’s first blockchain-based stock          

market for limited and pre-owned high-end fashion. The        

platform will revolve around a live ‘bid/ask’ marketplace,        

where buyers will place bids and sellers will place asks – and            

when a bid and ask meet, the transaction transpires         

automatically. Projectdresscode acts not just as an       

intermediary between buyers and sellers, but also carries out         

complete logistics operations (the way resources are acquired,        

stored and shipped to their end destinations).  

 

Basically, the platform will consist of a pre-owned        

marketplace and a limited edition marketplace. There will be         

three sources from which limited and pre-owned fashion items         
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will be supplied to the Projectdresscode platform:  

● individual sellers of pre-owned items will publish items        

they want to sell;  

● multi brand sellers (stores) can sell their items through         

the platform (B2B);  

● B2B brand collaborations with limited edition items       

(pre-sale of planned limited editions and exclusive       

blockchain editions available only through the      

Projectdresscode platform). 

 

In order to buy/sell items on the Projectdresscode platform         

each user has to register. Two levels of individual users of           

the platform are planned, as listed below.  

 

LEVEL 1 USER characteristics:  

● free subscription;  

● at the seller level: free upload of the items to the           

platform without certification of the items;  

● at the buyer level: access to all the published items,          

except for the limited and exclusive edition ones        

(limited edition items to be released also for the level          

1 users if they were not sold at the pre-sale period).  

 

LEVEL 2 USER’s characteristics: 

● monthly payable subscription, with subscription packages      

based on the number of items put on the platform;          

verification and certification of the items included;  

● benefits at the buyer level: pre-sale access to the         

limited and exclusive edition items, access to special        

events, invitations, etc.  

 

When the user decides that he wants to sell an item on the             

platform he follows the following procedure: he enters the         

requested information of the individual item into the system         

and sends the item to the Projectdresscode logistics centre,         

where products are examined and, in the case of level 2 users,            

also verified and (if authentic) certified with a special         

chip. Feedback is provided to the user (seller) regarding         

verification and suggested price. With the user’s approval the         

certified item is then published on the platform, where         

bid/ask can then take place. When a bid and ask meet, the            

transaction proceeds automatically (a transaction fee is       
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charged from each paid transaction in the marketplace). The         

platform operator ships the purchased item to the buyer. 

 

Based on the above two types of pre-owned fashion goods can be            

found on the platform: pre-owned certified items and pre-owned         

non-certificated items. In order to distinguish between them        

and showing the added value of the certification the former          

will be more prominently placed on the webpage than the          

latter. 

 

Collaborations with multi-brand stores will proceed the same        

way, just on a larger scale and under different conditions.          

From the buyer’s perspective, there will be no direct         

distinction made between items coming from individual sellers        

and those from partner (multi-brand) stores. 

 

The marketplace for limited edition items will be based on          

collaboration agreements with fashion brands. We have two main         

objectives we aim to pursue: to offer exclusive blockchain         

edition items and to enable the pre-sale of as many special           

edition collections as possible. All of the items will be          

equipped with a special Projectdresscode certificate. Access       

to all of these objects of desire will be granted first to            

level 2 users. 

 

Platform users will be able to buy items with tokens or to            

nest tokens to reserve items which are then paid in fiat           

currencies. 

 

Part of the Projectdresscode platform will also consist of a          

Projectdresscode distribution and logistics centre with a       

certification unit, where items will be verified and certified         

(for level 2 users).  

 

Also, participating brands will be marketed on the platform,         

and external partners will be able to advertise on it as well.            

In order to build a Projectdresscode community, we plan to          

reward users in tokens for social marketing activities. 
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4.2 Target Groups 

 

Young consumers are hungry for the “unique, impactful and the          

real,” says Beautycon chief executive Moj Mahdara, who has         

lectured at #BoFVOICE and smartly dubbed the super-generation        

“Pivotals”: 13 to 34 year olds whose values and behaviors          

deviate drastically from those of previous generations. 

 

Projectdresscode was initially founded out of the need to         

service the growing pool of new luxury goods and services –           

new streetwear aesthetics hybridising with traditional luxury       

goods and fundamentally reshaping the market for status        

symbols, resulting in a genetically different luxury world        

aiming to reach their target market – the        

exponentially-growing and constantly-shifting Pivotals. In     

this new world, luxury brands face a twofold problem: the poor           

man's problem – how to move from uncool to cool; and the rich             
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man’s problem – staying cool once you’ve become cool. And          

Projectdresscode works with both. 

  

Our general user base will thus be divided into two main           

groups, both feeding from, and representing and producing for         

the generation most appropriately named Pivotals. The first        

bigger conglomerate of targets consists of sales professionals        

in the fashion industry, limited edition fashion consumers,        

new luxury multi-brand stores, while the second consists of         

blockchain enthusiasts and ICO investors. 

  

In order to better understand Pivotals we have looked into the           

research done by Culture Co-Op toward the release of FOMO          

Volume 1, a survey of over 1,000 Pivotals in eight different           

markets across the USA, examining the way Generation Z and          

Millennial consumers use fashion products and social media. 

Thanks to interconnectivity, 71% of Pivotals have a friend who          

lives in a different country. It’s no surprise that they check           

their phones an average of 160 times a day, and 57 percent            

take at least one selfie daily. They also value “lived          

experience over authority”. For instance, “Instagram is an        

aspirational magazine not of what you own, but [of] your          

experiences.” Pivotals’ minds have been immersed in and formed         

by social media from its very inception. Social media has          

supplied a platform for them to cultivate and voice their          

opinions and ideas. They need to be online and connected with           

people constantly. They want access to goods – even if they           

are halfway across the world. They know what they want, and           

they want it now. So they want their future experiences to           

coincide with the immediacy of this way of life.         

Projectdresscode seeks to fulfill these desires – whether        

subconscious or otherwise. 

  

Although every individual is different, Pivotals exhibit       

certain similar characteristics. They are strong–willed and       

opinionated, while being extremely indecisive at the same        

time. They change their minds as rapidly and frequently as the           

shifting of their thoughts and ideas. So it follows that they           

always demand more. Their swift, fast–paced minds prevent them         

from finding satisfaction in current and conventional means of         

e-commerce. As a result, the retail industry is falling         

behind. And the Pivotals have seized control. Plus they have a           
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keen nose for sniffing out the inauthentic and the         

“photoshopped”.  

  

The vast majority of Pivotals – 81% – say fashion isn’t           

just about products. “Pivotals view fashion very differently.        

Now, fashion is no longer about the product or the most           

expensive pair of shoes you posses, it’s about cultural         

expression and creativity.” In fact, 86% agree that “the         

biggest change in culture today is the freedom to express          

yourself however you want.” 

  

However, what’s perhaps most exciting – and frustrating –         

about this generation is that no matter what the data tells           

you, they prefer not to be pigeonholed. “Demographics are moot          

when it comes to Pivotals,” Mahdara said. “Sixty-three percent         

wish they didn’t have to label themselves,” and sixty-one         

percent use a “niche” descriptor when they do have to identify           

themselves. 

  

Their approach to identity is micro-cultural, noting that 44%         

draw from two or more distinct cultures to create their own           

unique culture. This is key to seeing the bigger picture of           

this generation. To be sure, Pivotals can prove a challenge          

for brands that are used to targeting mass audiences rather          

than the mass of niche audiences that increasingly makes up          

today’s world. This generation has everyone shaken, and it’s         

clear that Pivotals are waking the fashion industry up – and           

it’s not just fashion. 

  

The current retail industry has failed to wake up, change, and           

develop at the rapid pace that the Pivotal generation demands,          

which is causing a substantial loss in overall market share.          

Rather than attempting to fight the trend with awareness         

campaigns or customer retention tools, Projectdresscode seeks       

to dive right in and further the movement. It’s time for           

brands to stop ignoring Pivotals’ needs and instead pave the          

way for them to participate in retail on their own terms. 

  

Developments in cryptography and blockchain offers a       

fascinating promise – the ability to provide a token owned and           

controlled entirely by the holders, a 
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truly decentralized ownership. By combining the technological       

benefits of blockchain with a network of today’s new luxury          

fashion all subscribing to the same vision of a collective          

Pivotal narrative, Projectdresscode is creating much more than        

just a new, innovative product – we have created a movement           

chained or wired specifically for the Pivotals. The initial         

participants of the movement will act as a force paving the           

way for our vision. Similarly, the Projectdresscode team will         

tend to and groom these initial leaders with strong retail          

support together with fervent brand and technology       

development. Through a growing web of brands and consumer         

adoption, we intend our platform to spread the movement         

rapidly. 

 

4.3 Promotion & Growth  

 

Promotion of the project will start initially with ICO phase          

and the belonging structure of marketing techniques including        

bounty and referral programmes. As the project has a specific          

target group called Pivotals which includes highly digitalised        

generation whose demands concerning the judgement of taste are         

as high as those of trading, mining or burning our marketing           

strategy will be running on two lanes. One will operate on the            

level of direct campaigns targeting investors accustomed to or         

skilled of crowdfunding. And a separate campaign heading to         

reach various fashion crowds through large fashion and        

lifestyle media coverage. Both lanes are fully operational        

from the start of ICO period. And both are powered by opinion            

leaders with substantial knowledge and experience behind them. 

  

We are well aware that opinion leaders are too often thrown in            

the same pool as self made influencers who happened to be the            

new “it” thing in fashion Industry. Unfortunately if not         

combined, directed and curated with other advertising methods        

it has shown they are unlikely to have a substantial impact           

on the larger crowd of investors. Therefore we are already          

including authorities from various fields of interest into our         

Ambassador and Advisor programme. 

  

Collaborations with momentarily vibrant fashion brands with       

all their supportive team and crowd of followers will enable          
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us to use limited editions as a motor of our daily advertising            

material. In the first year the above mentioned collections         

will be available exclusively on our platform and will         

therefore be the prototype collections of blockchain wear.        

Always traceable and of steadier value. They will also stand          

as daily reminder of the collision of two worlds namely          

fashion industry and blockchain technology and will thus make         

a fresh, inspiring and highly applicative idea that is virally          

becoming the talk of the future. Based on this superstitious          

assumption we are daring to expect significant interest for         

our project from the media, opinion leaders, professionals and         

most importantly the users. 

 

4.4 Partnerships  

 

In a luxury industry founded on heritage, timelessness and         

inherent product value, "new" can be a dangerous word. But          

it’s not too harsh to describe the fundamental shift that is           

occurring in today’s luxury fashion market. 

 

The risk for luxury incumbents is that heritage becomes a          

synonym of old. This threatens to change the competitive         

dynamics of the industry, as barriers to entry protecting         

established brands weaken and doors open to new entrants         

marketing new icons. Look at the rise of streetwear. 

  

The New Luxury world is one of extreme polarization between          

brands that “get it” and those that don’t, and increased          

trivialization risk as adoption follows herd behaviour and        

concentrates on a narrow set of blockbuster products. It also          

brings new volatility as short-term brand loyalty rises at the          

expense of long-term brand staying in power. 

  

So how is this playing out Projectdresscode? 

Mega-brands still work, but the trigger for consumer adoption         

is not just mere scale and a dominant market position but the            

ability to convey the new zeitgeist. That’s the type of          

companies Projectdresscode is looking to connect with firstly.        

For those who observe the luxury industry from a financial          

perspective, the big question is whether the rise of New          

Luxury implies lower valuations. Most investors today value        
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luxury goods stocks on the back of organic growth and match           

organic growth to price earnings ratios. However, this assumes         

organic growth can be reasonably sustained over time and that          

dominant brands will always be there and always be relevant.          

But that argument seems to be losing its strength. Luxury is           

looking more and more like street and street brands typically          

suffer from boom and bust cycles, not a great recipe for           

long-term investors and means short-term investors must have a         

sharp eye for spotting the next trend before it happens. 

  

Which brings us back to fundamentals and marks the plan for           

Projectdresscode’s selections of partnerships. The company has       

set out to begin its development by linking to companies with           

higher barriers to entry and lower brand trivialization risk         

that should trade at a premium, because they should be more           

valuable to long-term investors. The market still seems to be          

working this way - sneakers will always be quintessentially         

streetwear while brogues, suits and ties are not. 

  

Luxury Fashion brands that are meticulously balancing between        

the old and the new and are thus stable trend-setters. At           

first stage we will be looking to collaborate with them. 

  

Together with those companies that will prove to be         

meticulously balancing balancing between the old and the new         

we will create blockchain editions, collections of maximum 20         

pieces that will be to some extent already produced, but will           

be distinctive by being certified on the blockchain and sold          

in DRESS tokens or any other kind of currency on our platform            

or in stores directly by the use of our Projectdresscode          

application. 

  

Later on, our network will expand to fashion brands that will           

collaborate with us in creating, designing and producing        

limited edition collections. These collections will be       

exclusively available on our platform to be bought only with          

our DRESS tokens. 

  

We will also pursue strategic partners and investors from         

multi brand retailers, media, distribution, authentication and       

labelling companies as well as certain individuals from the         

fashion industry who can bring added value to our project. For           
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this purpose, it is also possible to involve partners with          

their own business shares. 

 

5. Token Role 

 

The Projectdresscode token (DRESS) will be based on Ethereum         

platform and will be ERC20 compliant, which is a standard          

broadly enforced by the Ethereum community. ERC20 compliant        

tokens can be stored in almost all wallets that already          

support the Ether currency. 

 

5.1 Purpose and Characterization  

 

Dress token will in it’s core be offering a unique way of            

tracking the products that will be purchased through our         

platform. The brands that will be offering their exclusive         

items on our website, will pre-purchase a certain amount of          

tokens that will be equal to the amount of the products that            

will be listed on our platform. The tokens will transform into           

trackers as soon as they enter our tracking system. This will           

be a unique way of swapping them. 

 

5.2 Token Use Cases 

 

The Dress token itself will offer a variety of use cases           

besides the its core purpose of certification and tracking         

items. 

 

5.2.1 Buy, Sell and Bid 

 

The platform users will be able to buy exclusive items offered           

by various brand with Dress tokens on the Projectdresscode         

platform. There will be also option to buy and sell pre-owned           

exclusive items with unique bidding system integrated into the         

Projectdresscode platform.  
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5.2.2 Reservations 

 

Reservation or pre-emption of tickets for events or items will          

be possible exclusively with Dress tokens. The reservations        

will be in correlation with coin age and token amount.  

 

5.2.3 Vesting tokens 

 

Vesting tokens to gain various benefits such as reservation of          

items, which are later paid in FIAT currency. The tokens will           

be vested for certain amount of time and later returned to           

owner without loss of tokens. 

 

5.2.4 Social marketing 

 

Platform user can acquire Dress tokens by marketing on         

Instagram and other social networks. This is financed with a          

part of the tokens, which companies earn by selling their          

items on Projectdresscode platform. 

 

5.2.5 In store purchase 

 

Possibility of using Dress tokens to buy items at actual          

stores of certain brands and their online shops simply by a           

Projectdresscode mobile app to make user experience as smooth         

as it can be.  

 

6. Organizational structure  

 

Presently, the organisational structure is a matrix,       

project-based structure. The organisation is aligned with       

customers and designed around major projects, markets, brands,        

products, and functions. Active managers have dual or multiple         

managerial accountability and responsibility. There are two       

chains of command – one organised along functional lines and          

the other along projects. Projects are temporary, whereas        

functional departments are more permanent. Activities are       

planned and coordinated based on ongoing developments and the         

projects in place. Due to the confidential nature of the          

project, the names and references of the project team members          
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are not yet published, and are available only upon written          

request and in special / larger investment cases.  

 

The C-suite consists of senior level management, namely:        

Founder, President and Chief Executive Officer (CEO) –        

responsible for the overall vision and strategy of the         

organisation; Chief Business Officer (CBO), combining the       

roles of Chief Administrative Officer CAO, Chief Financial        

Officer CFO and Chief Operating Officer COO; Chief Business         

Development Officer (CBDO), responsible for designing and       

implementing growth strategies; Chief Brand Officer (CBO),       

responsible for marketing, advertising, design, public      

relations and customer service; and Chief Digital, Technology        

and Information Officer (CDTIO), responsible for      

implementation of digital, blockchain and information systems       

infrastructure.  

 

The primary objective of the C-suite organisation is to         

successfully launch Projectdresscode, implement the business      

model and build scale. All activities are focused on achieving          

the project’s objectives along its development cycle – such as          

the signing of cooperation agreements with the targeted        

fashion houses (brands), establishing digital, blockchain and       

information systems architecture, and building up the user        

community.  

 

Alongside C-suite senior level managers, the following       

business (and technology) support functions have been       

identified: Lead Backend, Blockchain Developer (LBD),      

Full-stack Developer, Front-end Developer, Web Application      

Developer, Lead Designer, Social Media Community Manager,       

Database Developer, and others according to the project’s        

organisational structure. Service companies, by means of       

vested outsourcing, and individual experts have been assigned        

to fill these roles. 

 

Organisational complexity will increase as the project       

develops in time and place. For now, the following         

organisational structure shows what the Projectdresscode      

organisation looks like. See the matrix of Projectdresscode        

organisational structure  below. 
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6.1 Governance 

 

Governance by Projectdresscode 

SINGLE MARKET Ltd. is a private company limited by shares and           

incorporated in United Kingdom with registration number       

07421696. 

 

We have chosen to establish in UK given our understanding that           

the jurisdiction is crypto-friendly. SINGLE MARKET Ltd. will        

be issuing the DRESS tokens that will be used in the           

Projectdresscode ecosystem.  

 

Details on the executive management members can be found at          

the company’s premises in UK. 

 

The founders of Projectdresscode firmly believe that the        

Projectdresscode ecosystem will prosper if Projectdresscode      
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closely follows its early steps and works consistently toward         

and with the future, decentralised nature of its governance         

model.  

 

Since the Projectdresscode Ecosystem’s success is dependant on        

the quality of service it provides to its main users, the           

DRESS token holders will retain veto power over new service          

providers for a certain period of time, after which the          

governance power regarding service providers will transition       

into the hands of the user base. 

 

6.2 Token Economy 

 

The dress platform will allow users to spend their tokens in           

various ways: 

● to buy exclusive items on the Projectdresscode platform.        

The Projectdresscode platform will put out exclusive       

offers in cooperation with designer companies or       

individuals, and those items will be available to token         

owners; 

● to reserve pre-emption of event tickets or items; 

● to acquire Projectdresscode tokens by marketing on       

Instagram and other social networks. This is financed        

with a part of the tokens the companies earn by selling           

their items on the Projectdresscode platform; 

● and by brands marketing and authorising their products –         

1 token for 1 registered product. 
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7. Timeline  

 

Marketing & Branding  

Establishing partnerships with selected fashion houses 

App development 

 

June 22nd 2018, 12.00 CET 

Start of the private presale 

 

July 2018 

Bounty campaign 

Instagram 

Twitter  

Telegram 

Reddit 

BTTalk 

... 

 

September 30th 2018, 12.00 CET 

End of the private presale 

 

Fall 2018 

Start of the public presale and crowdsale  
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December 2018 

Mobile version of the digital platform 

Launch of first collection listed on blockchain with        

Projectdresscode Certificate 

DRESS tokens as a method of payment in select brick-and-mortar          

stores 

 

March 2019 

Desktop version of the platform 

Expansion of available collections 

 

June 2019 

Establishing logistics centre for our operations 

Launch of platform for pre-owned luxury fashion items 

Launch of platform for cyclical luxury fashion items 

 

September 2019 

Support expansion for product tracking 

 

December 2019 

Projectdresscode custom social media platform  

Library of certificated fashion items 

 

April 2020 

Projectdresscode multi-brand blockchain wear fashion engine 

 

7.1 Project roadmap  

 

Phase I – ICO Phase 

DRESS tokens will be offered via an ICO. Some 60–70% of tokens            

will be available through crowdsale. The rest will be         

distributed among the founders, the team, advisors and        

ambassadors, the support team, early investors on private        

placements, marketing, etc. 

 

Contributions are possible exclusively via ethereum (ETH).       

Users must go through the KYC procedure. DRESS tokens are          

distributed to users who bought them on crowdsale at the end           

of the sale. 
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Phase II – Platform Development 

Creating a pilot platform for a group of selected users and           

further development of the platform through their feedback. A         

limited product base will also serve as a limited edition          

collection to test all the functionalities and planned        

structure. 

 

The group of selected users will include prominent fashion         

influencers, established fashion editors, opinion leaders,      

buyers and other professionals in the business of fashion. 

 

Creating a test network for Projectdresscode with principal        

nodes that will enable us to fully test the functionality          

before global deployment. The particularity of the platform        

lies in the fact that all clothing items and shoes will have a             

Projectdresscode certificate. The Projectdresscode certificate     

will display a unique product number that will be clearly          

displayed on the blockchain.  

 

The goal is to achieve full traceability of all products,          

establish the clearly demonstrated and easily verifiable       

properties of the product, show the transfer of ownership         

rights, and at the same time help in detecting counterfeits. 

 

Phase III – Traceability and the First Blockchain Wear         

Collection 

Official launch of the developed Projectdresscode platform for        

all users and all brands/products. 

Start of global marketing through various channels to promote         

our platform.  

 

Implementation of metadata and categorisation. We will create        

the primary metadata engine in collaboration with our user         

community through rewards and bounties for the most commonly         

used tags. 

 

Phase IV – Service and Logistics Centre 

Establishment of a product management company. Creation of a         

legal framework of operation in which to conduct our main          

revenue generating activities. Renting and establishing of a        

warehouse, hiring of experts in luxury fashion, connecting to         

authentication agencies and logistic companies. 
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The first and pilot center will be located in Milano, Italy,           

owing to its geographical location and logistical convenience        

in connection with the traditional fashion industry       

establishment. 

 

Phase V – Platform Expansion 

In parallel with Phase IV we will add a pre-owned market to            

the platform and grow our role as a leading market developer.           

All of the clothes sold through our platform that were not           

initially bought on the platform will also be verified through          

our internal experts and will be, if authentic, equipped with          

a Projectdresscode certificate, which will confirm their       

authenticity and provide traceability.  

 

The main focus of the platform will lie in carefully curated           

limited edition collections whether designed and produced       

specifically for sale on the platform or selected together         

with the commissioned brand that we have agreed to present on           

the platform. All products will be reviewed by the relevant          

experts, thereby ensuring the authenticity on which basis the         

Projectdresscode certificate will then be issued.  

 

By selling pre-owned fashion items, we also want to support          

circular, cyclical and sustainable fashion, which has in        

recent years been gaining attention on the fashion market. 

 

Phase VI – Tertiary Expansion 

As a continuation of the project, particularly from the         

marketing perspective, we are planning: favourable ticket       

terms for certain fashion events and to organise our own          

fashion events in connection with fashion houses or various         

personalities of importance; the opportunity to consult with        

our fashion stylists, and the opportunity for exclusive        

shopping experiences in various cities across Europe; and to         

publish online and print editorial content that reflects our         

position at Projectdresscode, our views, and various opinions        

and knowledge gained through the growth of the  platform. 

 

Phase VII – Expansion of Logistics 

We have already identified the main locations that will become          

the driving force for our business expansion and that are of           

strategic importance for our development. 
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In the last stage of the project we will increase the number            

of logistics centres on all continents. This will further         

bring reduce the managing cost-per-item and speed up our         

logistical support to our clients. Such a logistical network         

will also be interesting for all Luxury Fashion brands that          

don’t deal in large volumes and are constantly struggling with          

logistical problems. 

 

7.2 Milestones and Development Roadmap 

 

Our team is well aware of the complexity of the project, and            

therefore a clear project development plan has been put in          

place. The execution of such will have to be very strict and            

methodical, as we need to prepare the platform in a way that            

will bring and exploit the greatest potential possible.  

 

7.3 Growth and New Market Milestones  

 

Projectdresscode will pursue a dynamic growth strategy. That        

is, we will establish the fundamentals to initiate the growth          

projects in our development pipeline. Firstly, we will        

consider who the most appropriate limited edition fashion        

brands are and what products are best suited for launch on our            

platform. Secondly – and after the signing of strategic         

cooperation agreements with the selected fashion houses       

(brands) – we will ensure we have the appropriate human and           

financial resources in place in order to meet our target          

customer demands. Investment in the technology will be our         

main priority. Our business model is based primarily on the          

appropriate selection of technology and the related       

capabilities it offers. After ensuring the project has        

financial, human, technological and market (community)      

capabilities and capacities in place, our growth projects will         

be supported by extensive promotional campaigns designed to        

inform the target market of our offer. We expect that the           

larger market will respond favourably to our platform and what          

we have to offer. The project will begin in Slovenia, expand           

to Italy, then continue and move to the Asian and Russian           

markets. 
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8. Token Distribution Event 

 

8.1 Token Info 

 

Token Name: DRESS 

Total DRESS token supply (100%): 300,000,000 

Total DRESS token supply for sale (60%): 180,000,000 

 

8.2 Crowdsale 

 

Soft Cap: $1,500,000 

Hard Cap: $15,150,000 

Final Price of Tokens in Crowdsale: $0.10 
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8.3 Token Distribution & Funds Allocation 
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8.4 Token Distribution Schedule 

 

 

 

9. Conclusion  

 

Blockchain, which is best known as the technology behind         

digital currencies, is now set to disrupt the fashion         

industry, with the potential to eliminate the murky haze of          

the two dimensions that are vital for fashion today. Firstly,          

a tool to reposition and re-contextualise commodities by        

subverting their conventional uses and inventing new ones. And         

secondly, to provide authenticity and transparency in the        

lifecycle of fashion items, which is at the moment not          

something that is easily done nor even accessible for either          

consumers or businesses. 

 

Projectdresscode was initially founded out of the need to         

service the growing pool of the new luxury: new streetwear          

aesthetics hybridising with traditional luxury goods and       
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fundamentally reshaping the market for status symbols,       

resulting in a genetically different luxury world aiming to         

reach their target market – the exponentially-growing and        

constantly-shifting Pivotals. In this new world      

Projectdresscode works with both key issues: the poor man's         

problem – how to move from uncool to cool; and the rich man’s             

problem – staying cool once you’ve become cool.  

 

Along with continuously working to help solve the fashion         

community’s ever-increasing problem with coolness, the      

Projectdresscode protocol supports both the original character       

of items on the one hand, and businesses and community on the            

other – all the while bringing to bear a simple, automated and            

decentralising influence on the fashion community. Further, it        

offers a complete solution by melding the fashion industry,         

blockchain and RFID technology together via the       

Projectdresscode certificate scheme, which generates and      

displays a unique product number that will be clearly         

displayed on the blockchain.  

 

The goal is to achieve full traceability of all products,          

establish the clearly demonstrated and easily verifiable       

properties of the product, show the transfer of ownership         

rights and at the same time help in detecting counterfeits          

while creating a simple, de-cluttered shopping experience       

based on the selection of curated fashion items that reflect          

the ever-changing tastes of the current fashion community.  
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Disclaimer 

 

This paper is intended for information purposes only, and no          

part of it is intended to create or constitute legal relations           

between a recipient of this paper and any party, nor to be            

legally binding or enforceable by any such recipient against         

the company that owns the project. An updated version of this           

paper may be published on a date to be determined and           

announced by the company that owns the project in due course.           

The company that owns the project makes no warranties or          

representations as to the successful development or       

implementation of such technologies and innovations, nor the        

achievement of any other particular goals or activities        

mentioned in the paper, and disclaims any warranties implied         

by law or otherwise, to the extent permitted by law. 
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Notice To Contributors (Risks) 

 

For the consideration of contributors: the Projectdresscode       

team reserves the right to makes changes to this white paper.           

The Projectdresscode team is committed to bringing maximum        

value to its contributors. In order to achieve the set goals,           

Projectdresscode team may amend the terms of the white paper          

as the project develops. Please check back with the         

www.projectdresscode.io webpage for any possible changes      

thereto. The Projectdresscode team undertakes to observe the        

terms in force at the time of the contribution. In case of an             

eventual change of terms that are more favorable to the          

contributors, the Projectdresscode team intends to compensate       

past contributors adequately, in line with the new conditions. 

 

Prospective contributors should ensure they understand the       

nature of the contribution and the Projectdresscode token, and         

the extent of their exposure to risk, taking into         

consideration the suitability of the Projectdresscode tokens       

in relation to their own circumstances and financial        

condition. It is the sole responsibility of the prospective         

contributors to ensure that they have sufficient knowledge,        

experience, and professional advice to make their own legal,         

financial, tax, accounting, and other business-related      

evaluations of the risks and merits of contributions and are          

not relying on the advice of any member of the          

Projectdresscode team or any of its representatives,       

supporters, or others. 

 

The law in some jurisdictions may restrict or limit         

contributions towards Projectdresscode tokens. Persons in      

possession of this white paper are required by the         

Projectdresscode team to inform themselves about any such        

restrictions as they apply and to observe such. This white          

paper may not be used for or in connection with any offer to,             

or solicitation by, anyone in any jurisdiction or        

circumstances in which such an offer or solicitation is         

unauthorized or unlawful. The Projectdresscode team accepts no        

responsibility for any violation of any such restrictions by         
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any person or entity, whether or not they are a prospective           

contributor to the Projectdresscode tokens. 

United States citizens (where the term “United States” means         

the United States of America (including the States and the          

District of Columbia), its territories, its possessions and        

other areas subject to its jurisdiction) and citizens of the          

People’s Republic of China are not permitted to participate in          

the token crowdsale nor to contribute. 

 

Each contributor represents and warrants to the       

Projectdresscode team that they are fully aware of all the          

risks associated with the contribution, and with the transfer         

of ETH to the smart contract system (such as risks related to            

any weaknesses in the software or blockchain, regulatory risks         

and risks of change of legislation and/or changes in the          

interpretation of such, risk of project failure, risk that         

Projectdresscode tokens will have no value, and other        

associated risks). 

 

Each contributor understands and accepts that the       

Projectdresscode token is a utility token of value, and that          

by contributing ETH to the smart contract and getting         

Projectdresscode tokens in exchange it will have no right to          

participate in the management of the legal entity behind the          

Projectdresscode team (of any kind or nature), will not enjoy          

any shareholding (of any kind or nature) nor have the right to            

participate in the profits generated by the legal entity         

behind the Projectdresscode team (of any kind or nature). 

 

Each contributor further understands and accepts that any        

transfer of ETH to the smart contract is non-refundable. 

 

Each contributor further understands and accepts that smart        

contract technology is still in the early stages of         

development and represents and warrants to the       

Projectdresscode team that it is fully aware of the associated          

risks in this regard. 

 

Each contributor or subsequent holder of Projectdresscode       

tokens is solely liable for any tax obligation under the          

legislation of its country of residence or incorporation and         

any other applicable legislation to which it may be subject. 
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Each contributor represents and warrants to the       

Projectdresscode team that the contributed funds do no derive         

from any illegal activity and allows the Projectdresscode team         

appropriate AML checks. Each contributor understands and       

accepts that the Projectdresscode team may at any time and          

without explanation reject any contribution on the basis of         

mere suspicion that the funds derive from illegal acts or that           

AML regulations have not been honored. 
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